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Introduction
The purpose of this frequently asked questions (FAQ) paper is to discuss the concepts of “life insurance tax
reserve method” and “life insurance tax reserve assumptions” as used in determining life insurance company
taxable income in 2017 and prior tax years following Internal Revenue Code (IRC) §§ 807(d) and (f) as those
sections existed at the end of 2017. This paper also provides Academy Tax Work Group comments on those tax
reserve assumptions that affect contract tax compliance and thus policyholder taxation under the definition of
life insurance rules (IRC § 7702) and the modified endowment contract (MEC) rules (IRC § 7702A). This paper
focuses on the methods and assumptions involved in determining only the IRC § 807(c)(1) items, i.e., life
insurance reserves (meaning reserves for life insurance, annuity, and noncancellable and guaranteed renewable
accident and health insurance contracts). This paper does not discuss the rules applicable to the other categories
of reserves included in IRC § 807(c).
The answers included in this paper represent the views of the Academy’s Tax Work Group members who have
participated in the development of the paper. This document is not an interpretation of actuarial standards of
practice nor is it meant to be a codification of generally accepted actuarial practice. Actuaries are not in any way
bound to comply with the views expressed herein nor to conform their work to the practices described herein.
The American Academy of Actuaries has assembled this information as a general reference tool to assist
actuaries who wish to explore these concepts. This paper is not intended to be a substitute for the practitioner’s
thorough review of the federal and state laws, rules, or regulations applicable to his or her actuarial services. In
addition, this document does not constitute tax advice and any tax information contained in this document
(including any attachments, enclosures, or other accompanying materials) is not intended or written to be used,
and it cannot be used, by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties. Any party seeking tax advice
should consult with an independent tax adviser/expert.
Many of the issues addressed in this paper have no clear formal guidance, and practitioners can reasonably
disagree on answers including those provided herein. The answers are intended to describe tax reserve
principles of general applicability, but are not intended to be comprehensive or address exceptions that may
apply to particular types of policies or benefits or company-specific situations. Answers to the tax reserve
questions provided below may depend on formal guidance issued by the Department of the Treasury and the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and perhaps court interpretation.
A number of questions about tax reserve methods and assumptions arise when considering evolving statutory
and tax concepts of principle-based reserves (PBR), including Actuarial Guideline (AG) 43/VM-21 and VM-20.
PBR in the United States insurance statutory regulatory regime reflects an increased focus on valuation
assumptions that are more company- and risk-specific, as well as more dynamic. The PBR valuation method
includes some components that are based on industry-based rules and formulaic methods, and some components
that are based on multiple scenario testing. In addition, some assumptions under PBR may use industry-based
experience and trends, and some may be based on company-specific experience and trends and future estimates.
This is different from the industry-level reserve assumptions in prior years that only have limited company
assumption modifications, other than asset adequacy reserves.
Appendix 1 of this report includes:
• IRC § 807(d)—for the reader’s information on the tax code in effect as of the end of 2017 addressing
determination of methods and assumptions.
• IRC § 807(f)—which describes how reserve changes due to changes in methods and assumptions are to
be spread over a 10-year period instead of only in the year of change, pursuant to the tax code in effect
as of the end of 2017.
General Background on the Calculation of Tax Reserves

The Internal Revenue Code (IRC) in effect as of the end of 2017, specifically IRC § 807(d)(1), provides that the
tax reserve with respect to any contract is the greater of (i) the net surrender value of the contract, and (ii) the
reserve determined under IRC § 807(d)(2). Furthermore, the amount of the tax reserve for any contract (the
annual change in which affects taxable income) may not exceed the statutory reserve for that contract
(appropriately adjusted), a concept known as “the stat cap.”
The federally prescribed reserve (FPR)—the amount of reserve determined per IRC § 807(d)(2)—must be
determined using the prescribed tax reserve method, the prescribed interest rate, and the prescribed table for
morbidity or mortality. All are determined as of the date of issue of the contract. Life insurance tax reserves are
determined on an individual contract basis.
IRC § 807 as of the end of 2017 is the result of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 and the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1987. The legislative history to the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (“1984 Act”) states that
the starting point for the computation of the federally prescribed reserve is the statutory reserve, which is then
adjusted for the prescribed method, interest rate, and table. To provide some of the legislative history of the
1984 Act, pages from the General Explanations of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 concerning life insurance
reserve methods and assumptions have been included as Appendix 2. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1987 amended parts of IRC § 807 to introduce the applicable federal interest rate.
List of FAQs (expressions and terms in quotes are from IRC § 807 unless otherwise specified). Where
appropriate, the answers to the questions are preceded by a date that indicates the time when the answer is
applicable under the then current tax code. Because the tax code has changed since 2017, some of the answers
presented herein may not be appropriate under the changed tax code.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is an insurance reserve?
What is a reserve method?
What is a tax reserve method?
What are currently prescribed tax reserve methods?
Are all statutory reserves included in the calculation of the federally prescribed reserve?
What is “the NAIC-prescribed method in effect at the time the contract was issued” if the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC)-prescribed method is changed after the contract was
issued but with an effective date retroactive to a date that is on or before the contract issue date?
7. What is “the NAIC-prescribed method in effect at the time the contract was issued” if there are multiple
NAIC-prescribed methods that are permitted at the date of contract issuance?
8. When is a factor or an assumption required to be used in the tax reserve method?
9. When is a non-specified factor or assumption that is used in the calculation of the statutory reserve
permitted to be used in the tax reserve method?
10. When is a factor or an assumption that is used in the calculation of the statutory reserve not permitted to
be used in determining the federally prescribed reserve?
11. What is “the prevailing State assumed interest rate in effect at the time the contract was issued” when
the NAIC-prescribed reserve calculation pursuant to the Standard Valuation Law (SVL) provides that
the maximum statutory valuation interest rate will change at a specified time after contract issuance?
12. When there is a choice or range of reserve factors or assumptions that were permissible in the NAICprescribed method at the time the contract was issued, and a change is made by the company to adopt,
after the contract is issued, another factor or assumption for statutory reserves that was also permissible
at the time the contract was issued, should the factors or assumptions used to determine the federally
prescribed reserve (FPR) be changed to conform with statutory reserve factors or assumptions?
13. When there is a change in the factors, the assumptions, or the method used to calculate statutory
reserves, and such change results in a change in the tax-deductible amount due to a change in the stat
cap, would the change in the tax-deductible amount be considered as a change in basis for computing
reserves under IRC § 807(f)?

14. Do any of the tax reserve assumptions prescribed in IRC § 807(d) directly affect the policyholder
taxation of life insurance contracts?
15. Would life insurance contracts be unable to comply with the requirements of IRC § 7702 if the mortality
tables used for valuation purposes differed from the tables used for purposes of state nonforfeiture laws?
Frequently Asked Questions on Tax Reserve Methods and Assumptions
1. What is an insurance reserve?
A. In general, a reserve for insurance contracts represents at any point in time an insurance company’s
liability for the future guaranteed (and in some methods nonguaranteed) benefits and in some
methods expenses that an insurance company assumes to incur minus the amount of future premium
payments and considerations it assumes to receive. Reserves need to be supported by sufficient
assets to assure company solvency.
In actuarial literature [Life Contingencies, C.W. Jordan], the concept of a reserve for life insurance
and annuities arises from the necessity of measuring an insurer’s net liability with respect to a policy
or a group of policies at times subsequent to the date of issue. In an early insurance tax reserve case
[Maryland Casualty v U.S., 1920], the U.S. Supreme Court observed that “the term ‘reserve’ or
‘reserves’ in the law of insurance means in general a sum of money variously computed or
estimated, which, with accretions from interest, is set aside, ‘reserved,’ as a fund with which to
mature or liquidate either by payment or reinsurance with other companies, future unaccrued and
contingent claims, and claims accrued but contingent and indefinite as to amount or time of
payment.”
While the amount of insurance reserve is a balance sheet item for financial reporting, the change in
the reserve is an income statement item that serves to limit the amount of revenue that can be
recognized for financial reporting.

2. What is a reserve method?
A. A reserve method defines a calculation of an appropriate amount for an insurer’s net liability using a
stated set of actuarial formulas or models, including stochastic modeling, which may utilize, among
other factors and assumptions:
• certain prescribed industry-wide factors or assumptions, or
• prescribed industry-wide ranges of factors or assumptions, or
• company-specific factors or assumptions, or
• prescribed industry-wide or company-specific model parameters.
A reserve method is determined by the prescribing entity’s specific regulatory or economic purpose,
such as the GAAP (generally accepted accounting principles) reserve method determined by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), the statutory reserve method determined by the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), and the tax reserve method determined
by federal law as prescribed in the Internal Revenue Code (IRC).
The various reserve methods develop reserve amounts that can vary, and the results of one method
may not be relevant or appropriate for another method.
3. What is a tax reserve method?

A. A tax reserve method is a reserve method that has been prescribed in the Internal Revenue Code
(IRC) or has been interpreted as a tax reserve method by the secretary of the Treasury through
regulations, notices, rulings, advice, court cases, etc. [December 2017] The IRC specifies tax reserve
methods (e.g., CRVM (Commissioners’ Reserve Valuation Method), CARVM (Commissioners
Annuity Reserve Valuation Method), and 1-year and 2-year full preliminary term methods) to be
used to determine tax reserves for life insurance, annuity, and accident and health contracts. These
methods were defined in actuarial literature and the Standard Valuation Law (SVL) when this part of
the tax code was enacted. In general, IRC § 807(d)(3) specifies the applicable tax reserve method by
referring to the statutory method prescribed by the NAIC that is in effect for a contract on its date of
issue.
It should be noted that labeling a reserve method with one of these names may be a factor in
determining the tax deductibility of reserves computed under that method. However, such labeling
does not guarantee the deductibility of all parts or results of the method, as will be discussed in
questions and answers that follow.
4. What are currently prescribed tax reserve methods?
A. [December 2017] The Internal Revenue Code (IRC) requires the tax reserve method used to calculate
the federally prescribed reserve (FPR) to be CRVM (Commissioners Reserve Valuation Method) in
the case of contracts covered by CRVM (see IRC § 807(d)(3)(A)(i)) and the tax reserve method used
to calculate the FPR to be CARVM (Commissioners Annuity Reserve Valuation Method) in the case
of contracts covered by CARVM (see IRC § 807(d)(3)(A)(ii)). In the case of a contract not covered
by one of these methods, the tax reserve method is to be the NAIC method which is in effect on the
date of the issuance of the contract. If there is no reserve method prescribed by the NAIC which is in
effect on the date of the issuance of the contract, then the tax reserve method is to be a method
consistent with the other statutory methods.
5. Are all statutory reserves included in the calculation of the federally prescribed reserve?
A. [December 2017] No. While the general starting point for the federally prescribed tax reserve (FPR)
is the statutory reserve, there are adjustments to develop it. In addition to specifying the tax reserve
method, IRC and regulations also require (1) that adjustments be made to some statutory reserve
factors or assumptions in the calculation of the federally prescribed tax reserves, and (2) that certain
types of statutory reserves or portions of statutory reserves, regardless of whether they may be
required by a particular statutory reserve method, be denied in the calculation of the FPR. As an
example, life insurance deficiency reserves are not permitted as a component of the FPR, even
though life insurance deficiency reserves are part of the statutory method and the stat cap referenced
in the General Background section above.
6. What is “the NAIC-prescribed method in effect at the time the contract was issued” if the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC)-prescribed method is changed after the contract was
issued but with an effective date retroactive to a date that is on or before the contract issue date?
A. [December 2017] There is no clear guidance on the tax reserve method to use after the NAIC adopts
a new reserve method or issues new guidance that has retroactive application to previously issued
contracts. Certainly, the new NAIC method will apply for tax reserve purposes to contracts issued
after adoption of the new method. However, for contracts issued prior to adoption of a new NAIC
method or prior to issuance of new guidance for a method, it is not clear whether the method
required to be used for tax reserves is the new method or the method that was in effect at the time the
contracts were originally issued. For example, a new NAIC method will not apply to tax reserves for

previously issued contracts if the Standard Valuation Law (SVL) itself is changed. On the other
hand, new NAIC guidance could apply to tax reserves for contracts issued prior to the date of
issuance of the guidance if the guidance would have been one of several permissible interpretations
of the SVL at the time the contract was issued.
7. What is “the NAIC-prescribed method in effect at the time the contract was issued” if there are multiple
NAIC-prescribed methods that are permitted at the date of contract issuance?
A. [December 2017] The Internal Revenue Code (IRC) specifies tax reserve methods for life insurance,
annuity and accident and health contracts. In general, IRC § 807(d)(3) defines the tax reserve
method by reference to the applicable statutory method prescribed for the contract by the NAIC
which is in effect on the date of the issuance of the contract.
For example, the IRC requires the tax reserve method used to calculate the FPR to be CRVM in the
case of contracts covered by CRVM (see IRC § 807(d)(3)(A)(i)) and the tax reserve method used to
calculate the federally prescribed reserve (FPR) to be CARVM in the case of contracts covered by
CARVM (see IRC § 807(d)(3)(A)(ii)).
The issue of multiple NAIC-prescribed methods arises when the NAIC considers several methods
to be consistent with CRVM or CARVM. Examples of multiple NAIC-prescribed methods include:
• The use of various NAIC-adopted Actuarial Guidelines (AGs); e.g., AG 35, which is part of
CARVM for equity indexed annuities, and AG 36, which is part of CRVM for equity
indexed life insurance policies. Both of these guidelines have different computational
methods defined as Type 1 and Type 2.
• Under PBR for life insurance products, there is a three-year transition period during which a
company may choose the method to reserve for certain new issues using either CRVM for
policies subject to a principle-based valuation or CRVM for policies not subject to a
principle-based valuation.

The final answer to this question will likely depend on guidance issued by the Department of the
Treasury and the IRS. However, many tax experts consider the correct answer to be that, when at
the date of issue of a contract, the NAIC specifies more than one permissible method of computing
statutory reserves, each of which is designated as a permissible interpretation of CARVM or
CRVM, then the method elected for statutory reserves for a specific contract should govern for tax
reserves. The Tax Work Group has presented both a report 1 (March 1, 2011) and a supplemental
report 2 (July 27, 2012) that reflect the thoughts outlined in the next paragraph.
This position is supported by the case of American Financial Group v United States, 678 F.3d 422
(6th Cir. 2012). In that case (in which the NAIC filed an amicus brief 3), the Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals confirmed 4 that the NAIC’s definition of CARVM (or CRVM by extension) at the time of
the contract’s issuance, including a subsequent clarification of that definition, determines the
NAIC-prescribed method for tax purposes. However, American Financial also has been interpreted
by some tax experts to support the following rule: Where the NAIC specifies more than one
permissible method of computing reserves at the time of issue of the contract, each of which is
designated as a permissible interpretation of CARVM or CRVM, then the method elected for
statutory reserves would govern for determining the federally prescribed tax reserves.
1

http://www.actuary.org/files/publications/Life_PBR_3-year_final.pdf
http://www.actuary.org/files/publications/3-YearTransitionSupplementalLetter_TaxWG_7-27-12.pdf
3
http://www.naic.org/documents/legal_amicus_american_financial_group_usa.pdf
4 http://www.opn.ca6.uscourts.gov/opinions.pdf/12a0117p-06.pdf
2

There is also the question of what happens if a company uses one of the acceptable interpretations of
CRVM or CARVM when a contract is issued and then restates statutory reserves to another
interpretation that was acceptable at the date of issue of the contract. There is no clear guidance on a
requirement to change the tax reserve method. However, in the experience of the work group’s
members, many tax experts think that the method of calculating the federally prescribed tax reserves
most likely could also be subject to a change, and the resultant change in tax reserve amount would
be subject to the 10-year spread rule under IRC § 807(f) applicable to changes in basis of computing
tax reserves. Note that Appendix 1 of this FAQ includes a copy of IRC § 807(f).
8. When is a factor or an assumption required to be used in the tax reserve method?
A. [December 2017] IRC § 807(d) prescribes the use of specified interest and mortality or morbidity
assumptions within the NAIC-prescribed method used for determining the federally prescribed
reserves (FPR). Other factors or assumptions specified in the NAIC-prescribed method at the time
the contract was issued—e.g., lapse rates as referenced in NAIC-adopted AG 38 as part of CRVM—
are required to be used in determining the FPR to the extent they are not inconsistent with the
interest and mortality or morbidity assumptions and method prescribed by IRC § 807(d). Besides the
interest and mortality or morbidity assumptions, other factors or assumptions required to be used for
determining the FPR are the ones used by insurers for statutory reserves. This requirement to use the
other factors or assumptions used by insurers for statutory reserves assumes those statutory factors or
assumptions are equal to factors or assumptions expressly specified or are within the limited range of
factors or assumptions permitted in the NAIC-prescribed reserve method in effect at the time the
contract was issued.
9. When is a non-specified factor or assumption that is used in the calculation of the statutory reserve
permitted to be used in the tax reserve method?
A. [December 2017] The legislative history of the 1984 Tax Act 5 indicates that if, at the time of
issuance of the contract, the NAIC-prescribed method does not specify the use of a particular factor
or assumption, then the factor or assumption required to be used by a majority of states at the time
the contract was issued must be used in determining the federally prescribed reserves. Generally, the
factor or assumption used for statutory reserves should be used in the tax reserve method, as long as
the factor or assumption was permissible (i.e., not prohibited) under the NAIC-prescribed method at
the date of the issuance of the contract. An example of a non-specified factor or assumption is the
timing of life insurance payment of premiums (beginning of policy year premiums or during a policy
year, known as curtate versus continuous functions). Because the Standard Valuation Law (SVL)
does not specify the use of the curtate versus continuous formulas, companies could use whichever
method they prefer for statutory reserving, but must use the same assumptions for tax reserving.
10. When is a factor or an assumption that is used in the calculation of the statutory reserve not permitted to
be used in determining the federally prescribed reserve?
A. [December 2017] A factor or an assumption generally is not permissible for use in determining the
federally prescribed reserves even if it is used for statutory reserves if:
i) it is not a prescribed or permissible factor or assumption in the NAIC-prescribed method (or
mandated by at least 26 states) at the time the contract is issued (e.g., prior to AG 43, the large asset
drop required only by Connecticut for valuing certain variable annuity benefits has been deemed by
the IRS to not be a prevailing practice and the method was not allowed for the tax reserve method);
5

The Deficit Reduction Act (DEFRA) of 1984—https://www.congress.gov/bill/98th-congress/house-bill/4170

ii) it is not compatible with, or is unreasonable in the context of, the structure of assumptions
contemplated by the NAIC-prescribed method at the time the contract is issued (e.g., a company uses
a lapse rate for statutory reserves with domiciliary commissioner approval, but the lapse rate is
outside the range specified in the NAIC-prescribed method); or
iii) it is not compatible with, or is unreasonable in the context of, the structure of assumptions
contemplated by the NAIC-prescribed method at the time the contract is issued when considered in
conjunction with other assumptions required by the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) (e.g., interest and
mortality or morbidity assumptions).
11. What is “the prevailing State assumed interest rate in effect at the time the contract was issued” when
the NAIC-prescribed reserve calculation pursuant to the Standard Valuation Law (SVL) provides that
the maximum statutory valuation interest rate will change at a specified time after contract issuance?
A. [December 2017] The prescribed interest rate required to be used for determining the federally
prescribed reserves is based, in part (due to the comparison of the statutory rate with the applicable
federal rate), on the maximum statutory valuation interest rate prescribed by a majority of states at
the time the contract is issued.
When the NAIC-prescribed reserve calculation provides that the interest rate will or may change at a
specified time after contract issuance, it is unclear which appropriate statutory rate should be used in
determining the federally prescribed reserve for the contract—for example, whether the rate to use is
always the rate at contract issuance or reflects the changed rate as of the time of the change or some
blending of rates. To the extent that the NAIC-prescribed calculations clearly define a post-issuance
interest rate change, the argument that the changed rate should be used in determining the FPR is
stronger. It is less clear that the changed rate should be used where the NAIC-prescribed rate change
and its implementation are less well defined.
In such cases of a changing maximum statutory valuation interest rate, it is noted that it may be an
open issue in certain cases as to the date of the determination of the choice of the applicable federal
rate.

12. When there is a choice or range of reserve factors or assumptions that were permissible in the NAICprescribed method at the time the contract was issued, and a change is made by the company to adopt,
after the contract is issued, another factor or assumption for statutory reserves that was also permissible
at the time the contract was issued, should the factors or assumptions used to determine the federally
prescribed reserve (FPR) be changed to conform with statutory reserve factors or assumptions?
A. [December 2017] The consensus of opinion of the Tax Work Group is that if the factor or
assumption is not otherwise prescribed for tax reserves (i.e., other than interest, mortality or
morbidity), and if the factor or assumption is used in the computation of the FPR, the factor or
assumption should be changed to conform to the statutory reserve factor or assumption.

13. When there is a change in the factors, the assumptions, or the method used to calculate statutory
reserves, and such change results in a change in the tax-deductible amount due to a change in the stat
cap, would the change in the tax-deductible amount be considered as a change in basis for computing
reserves under IRC § 807(f)?
A. [December 2017] There is an open tax issue of how such a change in the tax-deductible amount
attributable to the change in factors or assumptions or method in the calculation of the statutory
reserve should be reported for tax purposes, i.e., as a change in estimate or as a change in basis.

14. Do any of the tax reserve assumptions prescribed in IRC § 807(d) directly affect the policyholder
taxation of life insurance contracts?
A. [December 2017] Yes, the mortality table assumption is used in IRC § 7702, the federal tax
definition of “life insurance contract,” and in IRC § 7702A, the modified endowment contract rules.
Specifically, IRC § 7702 and IRC § 7702A require the computation of the guideline single premium,
guideline level premium, net single premium, and the 7-pay premium for a contract to be based inter
alia on “reasonable mortality charges which … do not exceed the mortality charges specified in the
prevailing commissioners’ standard tables (as defined in IRC § 807(d)(5)) as of the time the contract
is issued.” This quoted rule reflects the U.S. Congress’ assumption that the mortality tables used for
valuation purposes apply as well for purposes of state nonforfeiture laws. However, IRC §
7702(c)(3)(B)(i) authorizes the issuance of regulations permitting the use of mortality charges that
are different from those specified in the prevailing commissioners’ standard tables.
While IRC §§ 7702 and 7702A make references to the tables used under IRC § 807(d)—that is, the
prevailing commissioners’ standard mortality tables used for tax reserves—the Treasury Department
has authority to use another table for these sections when appropriate.
15. Would any life insurance contract be unable to comply with the requirements of IRC § 7702 if the
mortality tables used for valuation purposes differed from the tables used for purposes of state
nonforfeiture laws?
A. [December 2017] To the extent that the mortality tables used in valuation are decoupled from those
used in determining minimum nonforfeiture values, traditional life insurance contracts will not be
able to continue to comply under the cash value accumulation test (CVAT) with the requirements of
IRC § 7702, by virtue of the IRC § 7702(c)(3)(B)(i) rule. By way of example, assume that in 2018
the new 2017 Commissioners’ Standard Ordinary (CSO) tables were required for valuation under
state law and thus constituted the prevailing commissioners’ standard tables at issue as defined in
IRC § 807(d)(5), but the 2001 CSO tables continued to be used in determining minimum
nonforfeiture values. In such a case, the minimum cash values of a traditional contract issued in 2018
would be based on the 2001 CSO tables, while the net single premiums (limiting those cash values)
would be based on the 2017 CSO tables by virtue of the IRC § 7702(c)(3)(B)(i) rule. For this reason,
the contract would not be able to meet the requirements of IRC § 7702.
As stated in the answer to Question 14, IRC § 7702(c)(3)(B)(i) authorizes the issuance of regulations
permitting the use of mortality charges that exceed those specified in the prevailing commissioners’
standard tables. Such regulations could resolve the issues described above where the prevailing
commissioners’ standard tables used for valuation are not the same as those used for nonforfeiture.

APPENDIX I
Sections 807(d) and 807(f) as of 12/31/17

807(a) DECREASE TREATED AS GROSS INCOME.— If for any taxable year—
807(a)(1) the opening balance for the items described in subsection (c), exceeds
807(a)(2)
807(a)(2)(A) the closing balance for such items, reduced by
807(a)(2)(B) the amount of the policyholders' share of tax-exempt interest and the amount of the
policyholder's share of the increase for the taxable year in policy cash values (within the meaning of
section 805(a)(4)(F)) of life insurance policies and annuity and endowment contracts to which section
264(f) applies,
such excess shall be included in gross income under section 803(a)(2).
807(b) INCREASE TREATED AS DEDUCTION.— If for any taxable year—
807(b)(1)
807(b)(1)(A) the closing balance for the items described in subsection (c), reduced by
807(b)(1)(B) the amount of the policyholders' share of tax-exempt interest and the amount of the
policyholder's share of the increase for the taxable year in policy cash values (within the meaning of
section 805(a)(4)(F)) of life insurance policies and annuity and endowment contracts to which section
264(f) applies, exceeds
807(b)(2) the opening balance for such items,
such excess shall be taken into account as a deduction under section 805(a)(2).
807(c) ITEMS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT.— The items referred to in subsections (a) and (b) are as
follows:
807(c)(1) The life insurance reserves (as defined in section 816(b)).
807(c)(2) The unearned premiums and unpaid losses included in total reserves under section 816(c)(2).
807(c)(3) The amounts (discounted at the appropriate rate of interest) necessary to satisfy the obligations
under insurance and annuity contracts, but only if such obligations do not involve (at the time with respect
to which the computation is made under this paragraph) life, accident, or health contingencies.
807(c)(4) Dividend accumulations, and other amounts, held at interest in connection with insurance and
annuity contracts.
807(c)(5) Premiums received in advance, and liabilities for premium deposit funds.
807(c)(6) Reasonable special contingency reserves under contracts of group term life insurance or group
accident and health insurance which are established and maintained for the provision of insurance on
retired lives, for premium stabilization, or for a combination thereof.
For purposes of paragraph (3), the appropriate rate of interest for any obligation is whichever of the

following rates is the highest as of the time such obligation first did not involve life, accident, or health
contingencies: the applicable Federal interest rate under subsection (d)(2)(B)(i), the prevailing State assumed
interest rate under subsection (d)(2)(B)(ii), or the rate of interest assumed by the company in determining the
guaranteed benefit. In no case shall the amount determined under paragraph (3) for any contract be less than
the net surrender value of such contract. For purposes of paragraph (2) and section 805(a)(1), the amount of
the unpaid losses (other than losses on life insurance contracts) shall be the amount of the discounted unpaid
losses as defined in section 846.
807(d) METHOD OF COMPUTING RESERVES FOR PURPOSES OF DETERMINING
INCOME.—
807(d)(1) IN GENERAL.— For purposes of this part (other than section 816), the amount of the life
insurance reserves for any contract shall be the greater of—
807(d)(1)(A) the net surrender value of such contract, or
807(d)(1)(B) the reserve determined under paragraph (2).
In no event shall the reserve determined under the preceding sentence for any contract as of any time
exceed the amount which would be taken into account with respect to such contract as of such time in
determining statutory reserves (as defined in paragraph (6)).
807(d)(2) AMOUNT OF RESERVE.— The amount of the reserve determined under this paragraph with
respect to any contract shall be determined by using—
807(d)(2)(A) the tax reserve method applicable to such contract,
807(d)(2)(B) the greater of—
807(d)(2)(B)(i) the applicable Federal interest rate, or
807(d)(2)(B)(ii) the prevailing State assumed interest rate, and
807(d)(2)(C) the prevailing commissioners' standard tables for mortality and morbidity adjusted as
appropriate to reflect the risks (such as substandard risks) incurred under the contract which are not
otherwise taken into account.
807(d)(3) TAX RESERVE METHOD.— For purposes of this subsection—
807(d)(3)(A) IN GENERAL.— The term “tax reserve method” means—
807(d)(3)(A)(i) LIFE INSURANCE CONTRACTS.— The CRVM in the case of a contract
covered by the CRVM.
807(d)(3)(A)(ii) ANNUITY CONTRACTS.— The CARVM in the case of a contract covered by
the CARVM.
807(d)(3)(A)(iii) NONCANCELLABLE ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE
CONTRACTS.— In the case of any noncancellable accident and health insurance contract (other
than a qualified long-term care insurance contract, as defined in section 7702B(b)), a 2-year full
preliminary term method.
807(d)(3)(A)(iv) OTHER CONTRACTS.— In the case of any contract not described in clause (i),
(ii), or (iii)—

807(d)(3)(A)(iv)(I) the reserve method prescribed by the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners which covers such contract (as of the date of issuance), or
807(d)(3)(A)(iv)(II) if no reserve method has been prescribed by the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners which covers such contract, a reserve method which is consistent with
the reserve method required under clause (i), (ii), or (iii) or under subclause (I) of this clause as
of the date of the issuance of such contract (whichever is most appropriate).
807(d)(3)(B) DEFINITION OF CRVM AND CARVM.— For purposes of this paragraph—
807(d)(3)(B)(i) CRVM.— The term “CRVM” means the Commissioners' Reserve Valuation
Method prescribed by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners which is in effect on
the date of the issuance of the contract.
807(d)(3)(B)(ii) CARVM.— The term “CARVM” means the Commissioners' Annuities Reserve
Valuation Method prescribed by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners which is in
effect on the date of the issuance of the contract.
807(d)(3)(C) NO ADDITIONAL RESERVE DEDUCTION ALLOWED FOR DEFICIENCY
RESERVES.— Nothing in any reserve method described under this paragraph shall permit any
increase in the reserve because the net premium (computed on the basis of assumptions required under
this subsection) exceeds the actual premiums or other consideration charged for the benefit.
807(d)(4) APPLICABLE FEDERAL INTEREST RATE; PREVAILING STATE ASSUMED
INTEREST RATE.— For purposes of this subsection—
807(d)(4)(A) APPLICABLE FEDERAL INTEREST RATE.—
807(d)(4)(A)(i) IN GENERAL.— Except as provided in clause (ii), the term “applicable Federal
interest rate” means the annual rate determined by the Secretary under section 846(c)(2) for the
calendar year in which the contract was issued.
807(d)(4)(A)(ii) ELECTION TO RECOMPUTE FEDERAL INTEREST RATE EVERY 5
YEARS.—
807(d)(4)(A)(ii)(I) IN GENERAL.— In computing the amount of the reserve with respect to
any contract to which an election under this clause applies for periods during any recomputation
period, the applicable Federal interest rate shall be the annual rate determined by the Secretary
under section 846(c)(2) for the 1st year of such period. No change in the applicable Federal
interest rate shall be made under the preceding sentence unless such change would equal or
exceed ½ of 1 percentage point.
807(d)(4)(A)(ii)(II) RECOMPUTATION PERIOD.— For purposes of subclause (I), the term
“recomputation period” means, with respect to any contract, the 5 calendar year period beginning
with the 5th calendar year beginning after the calendar year in which the contract was issued (and
each subsequent 5 calendar year period).
807(d)(4)(A)(ii)(III) ELECTION.— An election under this clause shall apply to all contracts
issued during the calendar year for which the election was made or during any subsequent
calendar year unless such election is revoked with the consent of the Secretary.
807(d)(4)(A)(ii)(IV) SPREAD NOT AVAILABLE.— Subsection (f) shall not apply to any
adjustment required under this clause.

807(d)(4)(B) PREVAILING STATE ASSUMED INTEREST RATE.—
807(d)(4)(B)(i) IN GENERAL.— The “prevailing State assumed interest rate” means, with respect
to any contract, the highest assumed interest rate permitted to be used in computing life insurance
reserves for insurance contracts or annuity contracts (as the case may be) under the insurance laws
of at least 26 States. For purposes of the preceding sentence, the effect of nonforfeiture laws of a
State on interest rates for reserves shall not be taken into account.
807(d)(4)(B)(ii) WHEN RATE DETERMINED.— The prevailing State assumed interest rate
with respect to any contract shall be determined as of the beginning of the calendar year in which
the contract was issued.
807(d)(5) PREVAILING COMMISSIONERS' STANDARD TABLES.— For purposes of this
subsection—
807(d)(5)(A) IN GENERAL.— The term “prevailing commissioners' standard tables” means, with
respect to any contract, the most recent commissioners' standard tables prescribed by the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners which are permitted to be used in computing reserves for that
type of contract under the insurance laws of at least 26 States when the contract was issued.
807(d)(5)(B) INSURER MAY USE OLD TABLES FOR 3 YEARS WHEN TABLES
CHANGE.— If the prevailing commissioners' standard tables as of the beginning of any calendar year
(hereinafter in this subparagraph referred to as the “year of change”) is different from the prevailing
commissioners' standard tables as of the beginning of the preceding calendar year, the issuer may use
the prevailing commissioners' standard tables as of the beginning of the preceding calendar year with
respect to any contract issued after the change and before the close of the 3-year period beginning on
the first day of the year of change.
807(d)(5)(C) SPECIAL RULE FOR CONTRACTS FOR WHICH THERE ARE NO
COMMISSIONERS' STANDARD TABLES.— If there are no commissioners' standard tables
applicable to any contract when it is issued, the mortality and morbidity tables used for purposes of
paragraph (2)(C) shall be determined under regulations prescribed by the Secretary. When the
Secretary by regulation changes the table applicable to a type of contract, the new table shall be treated
(for purposes of subparagraph (B) and for purposes of determining the issue dates of contracts for
which it shall be used) as if it were a new prevailing commissioner's standard table adopted by the
twenty-sixth State as of a date (no earlier than the date the regulation is issued) specified by the
Secretary.
807(d)(5)(D) SPECIAL RULE FOR CONTRACTS ISSUED BEFORE 1948.— If—
807(d)(5)(D)(i) a contract was issued before 1948, and
807(d)(5)(D)(ii) there were no commissioners' standard tables applicable to such contract when it
was issued,
the mortality and morbidity tables used in computing statutory reserves for such contracts shall be used
for purposes of paragraph (2)(C).
807(d)(5)(E) SPECIAL RULE WHERE MORE THAN 1 TABLE OR OPTION
APPLICABLE.— If, with respect to any category of risks, there are 2 or more tables (or options under
1 or more tables) which meet the requirements of subparagraph (A) (or, where applicable,
subparagraph (B) or (C)), the table (and option thereunder) which generally yields the lowest reserves
shall be used for purposes of paragraph (2)(C).

807(d)(6) STATUTORY RESERVES.— The term "statutory reserves" means the aggregate amount set
forth in the annual statement with respect to items described in section 807(c). Such term shall not include
any reserve attributable to a deferred and uncollected premium if the establishment of such reserve is not
permitted under section 811(c).
807(f) ADJUSTMENT FOR CHANGE IN COMPUTING RESERVES.—
807(f)(1) 10- YEAR SPREAD.—
807(f)(1)(A) IN GENERAL.— For purposes of this part, if the basis for determining any item referred
to in subsection (c) as of the close of any taxable year differs from the basis for such determination as
of the close of the preceding taxable year, then so much of the difference between—
807(f)(1)(A)(i) the amount of the item at the close of the taxable year, computed on the new basis,
and
807(f)(1)(A)(ii) the amount of the item at the close of the taxable year, computed on the old basis,
as is attributable to contracts issued before the taxable year shall be taken into account under the
method provided in subparagraph (B).
807(f)(1)(B) METHOD.— The method provided in this subparagraph is as follows:
807(f)(1)(B)(i) if the amount determined under subparagraph (A)(i) exceeds the amount
determined under subparagraph (A)(ii), 1/10 of such excess shall be taken into account, for each of
the succeeding 10 taxable years, as a deduction under section 805(a)(2); or
807(f)(1)(B)(ii) if the amount determined under subparagraph (A)(ii) exceeds the amount
determined under subparagraph (A)(i), 1/10 of such excess shall be included in gross income, for
each of the 10 succeeding taxable years, under section 803(a)(2).
807(f)(2) TERMINATION AS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.— Except as provided in section
381(c)(22) (relating to carryovers in certain corporate readjustments), if for any taxable year the taxpayer
is not a life insurance company, the balance of any adjustments under this subsection shall be taken into
account for the preceding taxable year.
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